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1. Introduction 

Dear reader,  

Before you lies the policy document written by the 39th Board of the Dutch United Nations  

Student Association of Utrecht (hereafter: SIB-Utrecht). Since its foundation in 1982, SIB-Utrecht 

has acquired a special and solidified position in both the student life in Utrecht and the world of 

international relations. SIB-Utrecht is characterised by the unique combination of intellectual and 

fun activities. This is reflected, among other things, in the intellectual Tuesday evening programme 

at Instituto Cervantes followed by drinks in cafe Hemingway.  

The aims of the association are both to provide information to and interest members in 

international relations and affairs in the broadest sense. This is achieved through our talks and 

annual symposium. In addition to this intellectual side, there is also much room for socialising. 

SIB-Utrecht is an open association without a hierarchy among members, where members get the 

chance to enrich their student life by developing themselves in different areas.  

In the coming year, we want to continue to interest our members, and others, in the world 

around them. We endeavour to bring our members in contact with people from all over the world 

by welcoming international students into our association. We believe that members from different 

countries can contribute to our association and that our association can contribute to foreign 

students’ time in Utrecht.   

This introduction is followed by the policy plan of the 39th Board. Firstly, the vision, 

targets, and motto of the Board for the coming year will be discussed. Secondly, the organisational 

structure will be explained briefly. Finally, the policy components of the association will 

extensively be discussed in chapters 4 to 8. We wish you a pleasant reading experience!  

Please note that whenever SIB or SIB-Utrecht is mentioned in this policy document, this 

always refers to the Dutch United Nations Student Association of Utrecht. When reference is made 

to SIB in other cities (Amsterdam, Leiden or Groningen) or to SIB-Nederland, this will be done 

explicitly. 

  

Yours sincerely,  

The 39th Board of SIB-Utrecht,  

 

Aiso van Leeuwe, President & Commissioner of 

Acquisition (CA)  

Madio Seck, Secretary  

Annika Boekenstijn, Treasurer & Commissioner of 

Sponsorship (CS)  

David van Thiel, Commissioner of Internal Affairs (CI)  

Robert Groenewege, Commissioner of External Affairs  

(CE)  

Li-An Mulder, Commissioner of Public Relations (CP)  
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2. Vision and Targets 

This chapter describes the overall vision and policy targets of the Board. The vision and these 

targets clarify how this year’s Board aims to meet the statutory main objective of SIB-Utrecht. This 

objective is as follows: "The goal of the association is to create an interest for diplomatic, 

economic, cultural and religious affairs which can exist or grow between countries, nationalities 

and international organisations, and everything that is linked to this in the broadest way within 

young people.”3 The Board’s vision is decomposed into six policy targets. 

2.1 Vision 

SIB has proudly organised a Talk every Tuesday for well over fifteen years. This year it has become 

evident that our weekly talks are not financially viable anymore in this day and age. The Board 

feels that the durability of the programme of talks is our most important challenge to tackle, as we 

feel that the talks are a core part of our association’s identity. Therefore, discontinuing the talks is 

not an option and finding a new form in which they can continue is our number one priority this 

year. Luckily, we can count on the support of the Board of Advisors, past Board members, and of 

course members of the association to help us find solutions.   

Even though they are a major aspect of our association, there is more to SIB than just the 

talks. During the first introduction period, from the Utrecht Introduction Time (hereafter: UIT) to 

the two weeks following September Camp, SIB has welcomed more than fifty new members. A 

record high number, which follows the trend of a growing number of new members for the past 

three years. We expect this to result in a larger young and active member generation than SIB has 

had for many years. Following from this, we predict that this will result in a higher turnout at our 

activities than we have seen in the recent past. Even though our committees have an impressive 

track record of organised activities, regarding both turnout and quality, we aim to improve both 

aspects in the coming year.  

Not only will this enable the association to adapt to higher attendance rates, but this will 

also help us in the process of internationalisation. In order to welcome international students in 

our association it is important to make all activities approachable to non-Dutch speakers, 

including our General Member Assemblies (hereafter: GMA). As with many endeavours, the 

committees will play a major part in organising interesting, unique and welcoming activities for 

all members, for we believe that in order to successfully internationalise as an association, we will 

need to internationalise the organisation first. 

We feel it is important to differentiate between the bureaucratic and statutory part of the 

association and the people that are at the heart of the association. The Board will continue 

internationalising the organisation, which will hopefully in turn attract international students to 

the association. These international members will in turn internationalise the cultural aspects 

within the association. At this moment the leading policy of the board will follow the two-year 

plan, written by the 38th Board of SIB-Utrecht. Nonetheless, we believe that accelerating the 

internationalisation of the bureaucratic and statutory part of the association is necessary.  This is 

also the reason why this Policy Document is written in English, faster than scheduled in the two-

year plan. However, we also believe that despite the acceleration of the internationalisation, the 

full internationalisation of the association will take longer than the two years stated in the same 

document. 
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2.2 Motto  

Over the past 37 years, SIB has evolved into an association with its own culture, traditions, and 

history. As the Board, we strive to preserve those as we move towards the future of the 

association, which will include more international members. We will try to balance the old and 

the new ways as we take the next step on the road before us, filling the blank page in front of us 

while honouring the book written by our predecessors since 1982. We take part in the same story 

and get the chance to write our part of it. Therefore, under the motto “Turning the Page”, we will 

try to turn over a new page and fill it with new memories, international members, and successful 

and rewarding activities. 

2.3 Targets  

Listed below are the targets that the Board will pursue this year.  

  

1. Secure the future of our talks and increase their quality, attendance, variety, and 

relative amount of English talks  
Our weekly talks on Tuesday are unique in Utrecht and are one of the pillars of SIB. The weekly 

talk is a tradition that has continued for more than 15 years. Due to increased difficulties with 

receiving funding during the last few years, it has become evident that the current setup of the 

talks is not sustainable. Therefore, our goal is to secure the future of our talks, which will be 

achieved through (1) biweekly talks from January 1st, 2020 onwards, and (2) the establishment 

of a Task Force for a sustainable continuation of the talks. 

Moreover, our goal for this year is to improve the talks. This leads to the following 

subgoals:  

(1) Increase quality. 

Our target is that the talks receive an average of at least 8.00 using a new evaluation 

system in which public votes and member surveys are weighed 75% and 25%, respectively.  

(2) Increase attendance.  

Our target is to have a median of at least 50 and an average of at least 70 attendees as 

measured over the entire year.  

(3) Have a larger variety of speakers, formats, and subjects.  

Our target is to have a division of 20% international relations, 60% society-oriented 

subjects, and 20% ‘SIB Talks’, with a margin of 10%. Possible subjects for a ‘SIB Talk’ will include 

topics in other areas of expertise than IR such as philosophy, neurosciences, psychology, physics, 

etc., but explained as simple as possible (cf. TEDTalks). Another target is to limit the fraction of 

academics at 40%. The other fraction will be a diverse mix of speakers, such as journalists, 

politicians, businesspersons, artists, and experts from the field. 

(4) Increase the relative amount of English talks.  

A minimum target of 60% English talks will be adhered to.  

More about the realisation of these goals can be found in 7.1. 

   

2. Optimise member connection and member integration  
Members are the heart of our association. Therefore, we want to ensure that members feel 

welcome and at home at SIB-Utrecht. We believe that the open, welcoming atmosphere we 

currently have, along with strong member integration, are vital to making members feel at home. 

As such, we want to maintain this atmosphere and improve member integration. Like previous 

years, members will be encouraged to actively take part in activities, committees, and societies 

via active internal promotion. New members will receive extra attention from the CI and Internal 
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Affairs Committee (hereafter: IAC). These measures will help facilitating their integration into the 

association.   

Our target is to keep the number of dropouts of first years below 30% and those of second 

years below 25%. Additionally, we want 60% of the first years and 55% of the second years to be 

an active member by the end of the year. The definition of ‘active member’ will be the same as last 

year for consistency.2 Two identical surveys will be handed out to gauge members’ opinions on 

the accessibility of the association, its atmosphere and its activities. One will be sent halfway 

through the year and the other one at the end of the year.  

    

3. Increase brand awareness  
Increasing brand awareness ensures that SIB as an association will be better known to a wider 

audience, both to students and to people who are generally interested in SIB-Utrecht. This year 

we want to increase our brand awareness, both online and offline, through our presence and 

promotion of the association and its related activities.  

Offline, we aim to continue to increase brand awareness by presenting our association as 

much as possible through the various options offered by the Utrecht University (hereafter: UU), 

the University of Applied Sciences Utrecht (hereafter: HU), and other organisations. Like in 

previous years, we will be present at all the Bachelor’s Open Days of the UU and HU and at the 

Orientation Day of the UU.  Furthermore, like last year new members are asked how found SIB 

when they fill out the registration form. This year we will keep track of these statistics of new 

members in a consistent way, as we now only have the statistics from the September introduction 

period of last year.   

Online we want to increase our presence by continuing to optimise the website and social 

media through consistent posting and Search Engine Optimisation (SEO). We will measure our 

brand awareness with the help of the attendance rate of non-members who visit our public 

activities, aiming for a median of at least 17 non-members at our talks and 100 non-members 

attending the symposium. Our aim is to focus more on Instagram as a promotional platform as our 

main target audience, namely students, is very active on this platform. Therefore, our target of 

Instagram followers at the end of the year will be 350 followers, which translates to an increase 

of around 75 new followers. This number is based on the knowledge that members, interested 

people, and other organisations will follow this account and that this year we can expect around 

55 new members. Lastly, using Facebook analytical tools, we will keep up with the performance 

statistics of the SIB Utrecht page and the advertisements. Our target is a minimum median of 50 

event responses of ‘going and interested’. This year we are aiming for the average site position of 

25, as opposed to 26 last year. We also strive for a total of 1550 clicks or more for the site each 6 

months; last year’s average was 1520 clicks for the full year. Please refer to chapter 8.1 for more 

information. 

   

4. Improve activities  
In line with our growing number of new members, we want to improve our weekly activities by 

increasing the engagement and efficiency of committees. This will be achieved by a stronger 

emphasis on the training of committee presidents, clear deadlines and active encouragement of 

committee members by their presidents along with assistance from the responsible Board 

members. Committee members will be encouraged to promote their own activities, preferably a 

month in advance. The Board members will also aim to increase the uniqueness of the activities 

supervised by them. We think this approach will result in a higher quality and a higher turnout to 

activities. To test the effectiveness of our approach, we will record how high the turnouts are of 

the activities of the continuous committees, namely the Activities Committee, Cooking Committee, 
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Film Committee, Intellectual Activities Committee and Party Committee. We want to achieve a 

15% increase in average attendance rates. Additionally, we will gauge the opinions of our 

members on the quality and uniqueness of the activities with two surveys, one halfway through 

and one at the end of the year. By keeping track of these statistics we hope to receive an accurate 

picture of the effectiveness of our new policy.  

  

5. Optimise the internationalisation of SIB-Utrecht  
As mentioned in our vision, we believe that we must switch to English faster than assumed in the 

original two-year internationalisation plan1 in order to successfully internationalise SIB and to 

make SIB more accessible to internationals. Yet, at the same time, we believe that a longer period 

is needed for the social aspect of the association to fully adapt. Therefore, the target is to fully 

Anglicise the bureaucratic and organizational part of SIB-Utrecht to accommodate international 

students. This consists mainly of using English as the main language of communication so that 

international members can fully enjoy their membership by feeling welcome and can properly 

integrate into the association. However, fully translating the Statutes3 in English is very expensive 

and time-consuming and will therefore be a long-term target. In the meantime, the Board provides 

an unofficial translation. For more elaboration on this target, please refer to chapter 3.7 for more 

information.  

  
6. Improve the sustainable consumption within SIB-Utrecht  
As an association we feel a social responsibility regarding our mindful consumption. Sustainable 

consumption is aimed at “doing more with less” and we feel that we are obligated to be conscious 

of the outcomes of our consumption. In the coming year, SIB-Utrecht will work together with the 

Green Office of both the UU and the HU and find ways and implementations with which SIB-

Utrecht and its members can improve their attitude towards the environment. Our target this year 

is to eliminate all paper forms members need to fill out, such as registration, authorisation, and 

General Data Protection Regulation (hereafter: GDPR) forms, to decrease paper consumption by 

the association. New targets can be added after collaboration with both Green Offices. Other 

aspects that we will focus on are groceries that the association buys for its members, promotional 

materials, activities and merchandise. Please refer to chapter 3.8 for more information. 
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3. General  

The GMA is the supreme body of SIB-Utrecht. During the GMA, the Board reports to the members 

about its actions and the current situation of the association. Each member must have the 

opportunity to participate in these meetings and to contribute to decision making. Besides the 

GMA, the Board can, when deemed necessary, organise Members’ Consultation Moments 

(hereafter: MCMs) to collect the members’ opinions in a more informal way.   

The Board is supported in its duties by four Board Committees. Furthermore, SIB has 

regular committees, which organise activities and trips. These committees are supervised by the 

Board. For a general overview of the Board Committees overseen by each Board member, see 

Appendix 1. Policy changes in any committee will be elaborated on below the chapter header of 

that specific Board member. The external contacts of SIB are elaborated in Appendix 2. 

Additionally, the organisation chart of the association (Figure 1) is shown on the next page. In 

addition, SIB-Utrecht also has societies that members are free to establish. 

SIB-Utrecht also has three bodies that operate independently of the Board: The Board of 

Advisors, the SIB-Link, and the Auditing Committee. More information can be found in paragraph 

3.7 and in Appendix 3. 

3.1 Board  

The Board of SIB-Utrecht consists of six people in the association year 2019-2020. The usual 

positions of President, Secretary and Treasurer are fulfilled by three Board members. The other 

positions in the Board are Commissioner of Internal Affairs (CI), Commissioner of External Affairs 

(CE), and Commissioner of Public Relations (CP). The President is also Commissioner of 

Acquisition (CA) and the Treasurer is the Commissioner of Sponsoring (CS). A Board meeting 

takes place every week.   

3.2 Committee Policy   

Committees are an integral part of SIB and are of great importance for the functioning of the 

association. The Board, therefore, wishes to express its heartfelt gratitude to the committees. This 

appreciation is shown, among other things, by reimbursing the costs for printing on committee 

shirts, thank-you gifts, the annual Committee Appreciation Day and by making a budget available 

for training. 

The Committee Appreciation Day is open to members of both Board Committees as well 

as continuous committees. Members who have taken part in Project Committees are thanked with 

a gift after completing the project.    

The committees will be encouraged to adopt a professional attitude. This increases the 

educational value for the committee members and results in better-organised activities for the 

association. As mentioned before, this attitude will be encouraged by training the presidents and 

by support from Board members.  
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3.3 Board Committees  

Members in Board Committees bear a great responsibility. They support the Board and 

codetermine the policy in their specific area. Board Committees provide a major contribution to 

keeping the association running by supporting the Board members. This allows the Board 

members to perform their duties in a better way.  

3.4 Alumni    

The CI will be responsible for the alumni policy this year. The alumni policy of recent years will 

largely be continued2. Alumni receive a birthday card, the alumni magazine -the Ad Infinitum- and 

the digital newsletter. In addition, they are invited to attend special activities of the association. 

In contrast to last year we will not collaborate with NGIZ-Utrecht for our alumni-activities and the 

Figure 1.   Organisation chart of SIB-Utrecht. 
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SIB-Alumni committee will no longer be continued. The ending of this cooperation was a mutual 

decision of both parties; a new form of cooperation has already been found. 

As usual the Secretary will promote the option to become an alumnus among members 

who deregister from SIB. The standard procedure for becoming an alumnus will remain the same 

as previous years3, apart from adding the option to make a separate donation to the programme 

of talks. The minimum alumni membership contribution is fifteen euros per year. Furthermore, 

alumni can request an alumnus certificate.  

3.5 IT Committee 

Generally, the IT-Committee is not the responsibility of a specific Board member. However, 

this year the Secretary will be responsible for both the IT and the IT Committee. The The IT 

Committee responsibility consist of providing technical support. The IT Committee has several 

tasks. Firstly, they are available if there are difficult issues concerning the SIB website and they 

are also responsible for maintaining the SIB website. Secondly, they build and maintain separate 

websites for activities (such as the symposium or simulation). The IT Committee is currently busy 

developing a new website, which we aim to have completed before year 2020-2021. This will be 

achieved by strict deadlines and intensive collaboration between the IT Committee and the Board. 

3.6 Housing  

For the past years, SIB has enjoyed an office in Pnyx in the centre of the city. The UU provides the 

accommodation and has decided to renovate the building this year, which means that we will 

move to another location. The UU has provided a new building located at Princetonplein 9, for all 

the Boards currently located in Pnyx, in which SIB will also get a new office. This building is located 

on the Utrecht Science Park. Although we regret leaving the central location in the city, we 

understand the need of renovation and are thankful for the new location.    

Pnyx is managed by the Pnyx porters, who manage the building, the conference rooms, 

and the mail. The Pnyx porters will also move to the new location. The Board will maintain a good 

relationship with the porters.  

The Tuesday evening talks take place in Instituto Cervantes. The contract with Instituto 

Cervantes was extended last year until the end of 2019 and we intent to extend this in 2020. Since 

2016-2017, SIB-Utrecht uses cafe Hemingway as our regular bar where we have our weekly 

drinks after the talk.   

3.6.1 Pnyx Committee  

Since 2016-2017, a Board member (usually the President) of each of the full-time Boards in Pnyx 

- AEGEE, ESN, Histos, SIB-Utrecht, USHC, and Vidius - form a Pnyx committee. This year, will be no 

exception. The aim of the committee is to ensure that the users of the building comply with the 

house rules and that any complaints from the neighbours are dealt with. This committee was 

established at a time when neighbors  frequently filed noise complaints. The committee will 

remain active in the new location, adjusting its tasks to the new situation.  

3.7 Internationalising  

The 38th Board has laid the groundwork for the internationalisation of the association and 

constructed a two-year internationalisation plan1 for the transition period. We are very thankful 

for their efforts in making a concise timeline for the full internationalisation of the whole 

association. We are also thankful they acknowledged that it is necessary to give the freedom to 

adapt this two-year internationalisation plan for future, unknown challenges.  
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We will apply several changes to the original internationalisation plan. For one, we will 

communicate all major, official affairs in English, such as our policy and the GMAs. The main 

reason for this change is that we believe that all members should be able to review and give input 

on the policy of the Board, including non-Dutch speaking members. However, we are very aware 

that the majority of our members is Dutch. On top of that, we want to be able to keep our Dutch 

student culture that differentiates us from other international oriented student associations. 

Therefore, the association will communicate minor internal announcements on Facebook or 

WhatsApp in both English and Dutch. 

Announcements pertaining to both external parties and members such as the Tuesday evening 

programme will be English or Dutch, depending on the language spoken at the talk. An exception 

is made for Instagram, because it is a very visual platform that discourages the use of excessive 

text. Together with the public aspect of the SIB Instagram profile we think it is best to be consistent 

and use English as our main language on Instagram. Therefore, the CP and other Board members 

will post announcements in English but will follow the language the other party uses in 

communication in such as direct messages.  

Finally, the Board will create an official glossary, attached behind this document, that 

encompasses all English terms, titles, and committee names within the association that will be 

used from now on.   

3.8 Sustainable consumption  

As mentioned earlier, as an association we feel a social responsibility regarding our mindful 

consumption. Efforts were already made regarding the attitude towards meat consumption, 

among other things. Currently, members need to indicate in registration forms whether they have 

dietary preferences or allergies such as vegetarian or gluten-free. We want to change the default 

attitude; this means that we will no longer assume that everyone eats meat and make an exception 

when someone does not. Instead members will always be asked about allergies and dietary 

preferences with several options, including the omnivore option. In line with this thought, we also 

want to encourage our Cooking Committee and other committees to explore recipes and activities 

that do not require any meat at all. Another example is the bulk grocery shopping that we as an 

association do for our members at activities. We will always try to shop as efficiently as possible, 

without wasting any products. If there are perishable leftovers, we already encourage our 

members to take them home or, if it is possible, items are returned.   

Another focus is on our paper use and printing in our office. We want to make efforts to 

digitise as much as possible and stop using paper forms such as financial authorisation and 

registration forms. However, we also keep in mind that some communication such as birthday 

cards are better received if they are more personal. Therefore, our goal is not to stop using any 

paper, but to be very mindful when we do print or use paper for activities or within the office and 

look for more eco-friendly alternatives. Promotional materials and merchandise will also be 

purchased with sustainability in mind. Free merchandise will be bought with quality and use in 

mind, such as pens and travel toothbrushes, while other merchandise options will be bought with 

the mindset that we aim to sell everything and not have unsellable left-over inventory.  
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4. Secretariat  

The Secretary is responsible for the association's administration and the providing information to 

members and external parties. Furthermore, he will maintain the office and its facilities.   

4.1 Information distribution  

4.1.1 Digital newsletter  

The secretary informs all members by means of the e-SIB, SIB’s weekly digital newsletter. This 

newsletter announces the activities of the upcoming period. The objectives are to inform members 

about the activities of SIB and to encourage them to participate in these activities. The mail is sent 

through Mailchimp, which automatically measures the interaction of the e-mails with the 

receiving contacts. This year’s data will be used to anonymously measure member interaction and 

to compare this to previous years. Mailchimp has been used since 2017 and data from then 

onwards is still available for use. This data consists of opening rate, click rate, what links are 

clicked on, at what times the mail is opened and so forth. On average the opening rate was 39.5% 

in previous years; our target is to reach an opening rate of 50% on average over the year. We hope 

to achieve this by keeping the e-SIB amusing and a reliable source of information on SIB related 

activities.  

In addition to this newsletter for members, there is a monthly newsletter for external 

parties, such as collaboration cooperation partners, speakers, and other interested parties. This 

newsletter is of a more formal nature and gives an overview of the talks that SIB has planned for 

the next month. If there is a SIB symposium or conference, this will also be announced in the 

external newsletter. External parties can register for this newsletter via email, the website, or at a 

talk.  

4.2 Administration and Knowledge preservation 

4.2.1 Administrative tasks  

Administrative duties include the processing of (digital) mail and updating the member and 

alumni administration. In the member administration, the Secretary keeps track of, among other 

things, the committee and association activities of members.  

Information on how new members discovered SIB will be added to the administration. 

This will also be done for the past three years, with the motivation of creating an overview of what 

aspects of promotion are the most relevant for the association. 

4.2.2 General Data Protection Regulation  

SIB recognizes the importance of safe administrative data management as stipulated by the GDPR. 

Thus, the board will implement the guidelines of the regulations of the GDPR in all activities and 

administrative matters.    

4.2.3 Wiki  

Information that may be useful for the management of SIB is stored on "the Wiki". This is an online 

encyclopaedia that is only accessible to the Board. Every year, Board members add information 

and update the old information. This year the Board will aim to restructure the Wiki by removing 

outdated information.  
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4.2.4 Digital voting application 

The voting software for the evaluation of the talks has had issues for the past couple of 

years, making it difficult to collect ratings for the talks. The Secretary will create a new voting 

application that will replace the current application; our target for completing this application is 

before the end of the year 2019-2020. 

4.3 Office and Archive  

4.3.1 Office  

The Board pays attention to maintaining the office and archive spaces. The office is available to 

SIB members in various ways. Generally, on business days, at least one Board member is present 

in the office from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Committee and association members can use the 

communication and computer facilities in the office. They can also, in consultation, use other 

rooms in Pnyx for meetings while our office is in Pnyx. The Board considers it important that there 

is an opportunity for members to visit the office. Members are always welcome – except for during 

the Board meeting, which takes place once a week.  

4.3.2 The Archive  

Important (policy) documents from the past 10 years are stored in the archive. To ensure that no 

irrelevant documents are present the Secretary will review the inventory of the archive once a 

year and delete any redundant material.  
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5. Finance  

The Board will adhere to the budget as established during the Policy-GMA on October 30th, 2019. 

If the Board considers it necessary to change the budget during the year, it will be presented to 

the GMA for approval.  

The Treasurer is responsible for managing SIB-Utrecht’s finances in compliance with the 

annual budget, and responsible for maintaining the non-profit nature of the association. The 

Treasurer and her accounting will be monitored and advised by the Auditing Committee. To 

guarantee the manageability of finances and her own accountability, the Treasurer will accurately 

map all money flows. Transparency about financial matters towards members is of great 

importance. This is facilitated by publishing the budget, the half-yearly financial report, and the 

annual financial report.  

5.1 Financial Management  

The Treasurer manages the treasury with a minimum amount in cash, the ASN savings account, 

and the ING payment account of SIB-Utrecht. The amount in the deposit will generally not exceed 

€200,- to ensure that an amount higher than that cannot be lost or stolen. Additionally, the deposit 

is stored safely in the safe. The amount on the payment account will generally not exceed €2000,- 

An exception is made when the Board expects to need more than this amount on a short notice. 

To transfer money from the savings account to the payment account, double authorisation is 

required from the President and the Treasurer.   

The Treasurer will keep the other Board members, in particular, the President, informed 

about the current state of the finances. In addition, the Treasurer will keep the other Board 

members up to date about the direct debits, which will generally be collected within 40 days. If 

this is not the case, the members will be contacted by email. Both the current state of finances and 

updates about the direct debits will be discussed at least once a week, during the Board Meeting. 

Invoices will be sent by the Treasurer and received invoices will be paid by her. The Treasurer is 

responsible for the accountable spending of committees.  

5.2 Supporting Committees  

The Treasurer will provide training and supervision to the Treasurers of committees. The 

Treasurer can intervene in the financial planning of committees whenever she deems necessary.  

5.3 Discount Policy  

We grant several committees a discount for activities in which they are unable to fully participate 

due to organising responsibilities. The only change in the discount policy refers to the Gala 

Committee, since SIB-Utrecht will not have a Gala Committee this year we will not grant a Gala 

discount.  

5.3.1 Summer Introduction offer  

Currently, there is a special introductory offer for new members who register during the UIT. 

Instead of the usual €55 yearly membership fee, they can choose between a €10 discount or a 6-

month try-out membership for €10. If they want to continue the membership after the 6 months, 

they pay the rest of the usual membership fee of €45. Unfortunately, many internationals cannot 

participate at the UIT as they generally arrive later in Utrecht, usually more towards the start of 

the academic year.  This year SIB was invited to promote at the Orientation Day by the UU. As this 
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is a mandatory introduction for internationals, we aim to provide them with a similar introductory 

offer as Dutch students. The reason behind this offer is that not all international students are 

familiar with the concept of student associations. Therefore, it can be very daunting for them to 

sign up for a full membership without any idea of what the Tuesday evening programmes or other 

student activities from SIB entail.   

5.4 Acquisition  

5.4.1 General  

With the term "acquisition" we refer to the acquisition of subsidies from funds. The Commissioner 

of Acquisition (hereafter: CA) bears the ultimate responsibility for this. The Acquisition 

Committee (hereafter: AC) advises, supports, and controls the CA on the acquisition. The AC is 

under the responsibility of the CA, see Appendix 1.  

During this year, funding will be requested for the Great Voyage and the Talks for the 

coming year. If required, funds can also be requested for the simulation. Last year the location was 

free of costs, so no additional funding was required. The acquisition of the symposium is arranged 

by the Symposium Committee. The CA will assist if necessary.  

5.4.2 Financing the talks  

SIB-Utrecht is highly dependent on funds, especially for financing the talks. In the past years we 

have experienced that our chances of receiving support from funds has decreased, as well as a 

decrease in the amount funds pledge to the programme of talks. This year, one of our main 

contributor (Vfonds) has decided to no longer support the talks, which leads to a significant 

budget deficit. As a result, the setup of the talks in its current form is no longer viable. To continue 

our talks in the future, we will preserve the financial reserves by switching the frequency of the 

talks from weekly to biweekly, starting from January 1st, 2020.  

Maintaining good relationships with supporting funds remains as crucial as ever. The CA 

sends a monthly newsletter with a report of the past talks and a preview of the coming talks to all 

funds that support the talks. These reports are written by members of the AC. The newsletter is 

also an invitation to the recipients to attend a Tuesday evening.  

For this year's programme of talks, the ‘’U-fonds’’, the ‘’VIGU’’ fund, the ‘’KfHein Fonds’’ 

and the ‘’Rabobank Stimuleringsfonds’’ have pledged. In addition, the ‘’Stichting Casterenshoeve’’ 

and the ‘’Gravin van Bylandt Stichting’’ have been approached for 2019-2020. However, they have 

decided not to support us this year.   

In order to compensate for this, SIB has a financial reserve, which will be supplemented 

with €780 from members’ contribution this year. This year, SIB will have to draw €4,898.10 from 

the reserve to support the talks with their current setup. At this moment the reserve contains 

€9,875.00.   

Our target is to preserve the reserve next year by finding new funds willing to support our 

talks (for other solutions see 5.6). Although most funds are known to and tried by previous Boards, 

there is always the possibility of funds that have not been approached in the past or have become 

more willing to support our talks. In order to exploit this possibility, the CA and AC will research 

and approach as many funds as can be found.  

Part of our hope herein lies in the internationalisation of the association and the talks, 

which will provide new opportunities in terms of international funds, such as the European Youth 

Foundation. The ultimate goal is to complete the budget for next year’s programme of talks 

without drawing from the financial reserves.       
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5.5 Other sources of income  

5.5.1 Alumni  

Alumni donate an amount of at least €15 each year to the association. In addition, we offer the 

option of donating a self-chosen amount to the Tuesday evening programme once or annually.   

5.5.2 Donations  

Non-members can donate an amount of at least €15 to SIB-Utrecht or the talks. We will promote 

this opportunity by mentioning it in the information leaflet, on the website, and by putting 

donation forms at the information stall during talks.  

5.6 Task force for the talks  

The change of frequency of the talks will impact the Tuesday evening programme as a whole, in 

different ways. In order to clarify the new situation and find out what other changes are needed 

to keep our talks viable, if any, a Task Force will be set up. The Task Force will focus on alternative 

locations, explore the option of creating a new foundation for the talks, and explore the possibility 

of returning to a weekly talk in the future.   

The establishment of a foundation for the talks has been explored in the past; however, SIB has 

recently lost its ANBI-status. It is possible that with the current financial situation it is worth 

reviewing this option again since it would make an attractive option for financial donors.  
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6. Internal Affairs  

The CI’s primary responsibility involves member policy, which consists of two parts: member 

integration and member connection. He is also involved in the organisation of social activities. The 

CI supervises the committees and societies that are under his supervision and he is tasked with 

the exchange of information between them and the rest of the Board. The CI is supported by the 

members of the IAC, of which he is the president.  

6.1 Member integration  

The integration of new members takes place mainly during the introduction periods and during 

the period immediately thereafter. The aim of member integration is to involve new members in 

the association during the weeks following their registration. Member integration is primarily 

achieved by means of introduction periods and mentoring policy. The mentoring policy is active 

during the introduction period and two months following these introduction periods. Apart from 

the CI, the IAC also plays an important role in integrating new members during and after the 

introduction periods.  

6.1.1 Introduction periods  

Three introduction periods take place throughout the year. An introduction period always 

consists of an introduction weekend, followed by one or two introduction weeks. The weekends 

are made accessible for both new and senior members. In this way, both horizontal and vertical 

member integration is encouraged.  

The most important introduction period of the year is the September Camp. The Fall 

Introduction Trip (FIT) takes place in November and is intended as an introduction weekend for 

new members who have registered after the September Camp. For the members who registered 

after the FIT, there is the Lovely Introduction Trip (LIT), which takes place at the end of March. If 

there are still spots available for the FIT and the LIT, these will be opened to those who are not 

completely sure whether they want to become a member of SIB. The open introduction weekends 

present an opportunity to get to know the association extensively and to experience the ambiance 

in person. In addition to the introduction periods, interested students can use the buddy system 

during the Tuesday evenings; this means that a Promotion and Sponsoring Committee (hereafter: 

PSC) member accompanies the interested person during the talk and that subsequently an IAC 

member joins them during the drinks.  

During the introduction week(s) after the introduction weekend, new members are 

informed about the association in general and about the various committees and societies during 

several activities.   

6.1.2 Mentor policy  

During and after the introduction periods, mentors play an important role in integrating and 

retaining new members. Prior to the introduction periods, mentors are selected based on 

enthusiasm and employability during the introduction period. This year the CI has presented the 

mentors a clear overview of their responsibilities, so that both sides have matching expectations 

of each other's efforts.  Mentor pairs are made responsible for a mentor group, which on average 

consists of ten new members. They are encouraged to attend activities together with their mentor 

group, during and after the introduction period, in order to further promote member integration.   

 In addition, through personal contact and a WhatsApp group, the mentors encourage new 

members to attend the activities and to become active in committees and societies. The mentors 
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are encouraged to stay in contact with their mentor group for at least a few weeks after the 

introduction period. The CI will support this by regularly addressing mentors during drinks or 

sending messages.   

6.2 Member Connection  

Member connection is a prioritised aspect of social interaction within SIB. The Board, the IAC and 

committees in general are committed to keeping members actively involved in the association. A 

good relationship among the members, and between the members and the Board, is very 

important in the context of member connection. The Board tries to ensure that members feel 

challenged to develop themselves and enrich the association. In addition, the Board and the IAC 

greatly value confidentiality, so that members feel comfortable and safe within SIB-Utrecht. We 

hope this will benefit their motivation to be active within the association. 

6.2.1 Association-wide activities   

In addition to the activities on Tuesday evening, member connection is also achieved through 

other activities. Every week there are different activities, which are often organised by one or 

more committees, societies or a collaboration thereof.  

6.3 Committees under the supervision of the Commissioner of Internal 

Affairs  

Various committees are under the supervision of the CI. This year, we want to put extra emphasis 

on the organising aspect of the committees below. We believe that well organised activities yield 

higher turnouts and improve the association as a whole. However, not all committees undergo 

changes. For committees with unchanged policies please refer to Appendix 1. 

6.3.1 Internal Affairs Committee  

The IAC supports the CI by helping to achieve member integration and member connection. The 

IAC does this by contributing ideas, opinions, evaluations on the organisation of activities, keeping 

an eye on members’ opinions on the association and gauging members’ ambitions regarding 

committees and member initiatives. To ensure that both the CI and the IAC are aware of what is 

going on within committees, each IAC member is encouraged to join one or two committees. 

Several aspects will be considered when looking for new members for the IAC. Firstly, the 

members of the IAC must be enthusiastic SIB members who are actively involved in the 

association and can transfer their excitement to others. IAC members must also be at the centre 

of the association, so that they can provide information on how to retain certain members. This 

year, more emphasis will be placed on the attendance of IAC members at activities. This will 

increase the quality of their analyses during the meetings. Furthermore, IAC members are 

expected to handle confidential information with care, so that members can confide in them.   

6.3.2 Activities Committee  

The Activities Committee (AcCo) organises association-wide social activities. The AcCo offers 

many opportunities for members to gain experience in organising activities. In line with our goal 

to increase the quality of activities, we want to stimulate the committee to organise original 

activities, promote actively, be engaged, and meet their deadlines. The committee consists of four 

to six members and organises approximately one activity per month.  
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6.3.3 Cooking Committee  

The Cooking Committee (CoCo) organises various culinary activities throughout the year. In 

addition to providing dinner during the September Camp, the CoCo organises other association-

wide activities, such as the New Year's dinner, high teas, barbecues, HapHops and culinary 

workshops. The committee ideally consists of at least six members and organises approximately 

two activities per three months.  

6.3.4 Party Committee  

The Party Committee (Parttee) organises all parties throughout the year, except the Dies Party 

and the Final Party, which will be organised by the Board. The Parttee is responsible for setting a 

positive mood at SIB-Parties. Starting this year, the Parttee will also be responsible for choosing a 

theme, buying decorations, and finding a suitable venue. In this way, their responsibilities are 

expanded compared to last year. This will allow us to use the Parttee more extensively to promote 

member integration and also as a tool to develop organising skills for members. Additionally, the 

Parttee will organise a few other activities, such as but not limited to date dinners and dance 

lessons. throughout the year. During Vrimibos (for a detailed definition, see Glossary) Parttee 

members will help the Board by being actively present and helping with establishing a pleasant 

atmosphere. Their involvement in Vrimibos will replace the part they played during the themed 

drinks last year. We think these changes will improve the parties and Vrimibos, add fun new 

activities to our programme and, by extension, improve the association as a whole. This is in line 

with our target to improve the activities. Ideally there are five to six members in the Parttee.   

6.3.5 Grand Voyage Committee  

The Grand Voyage Committee (GVC) organises a large trip of approximately two to three weeks 

to an international destination. As we did not organise a Grand Voyage last year, we have decided 

to organise a GVC this year. Seeing as the last Grand Voyage was two years ago, we want to 

encourage the committee to pick a destination at or beyond the borders of Europe. To pick an 

adequate destination in accord, they will make use of a survey among members to gauge interests 

in different destinations and price ranges. The Grand Voyage will have a balance of intellectual 

and social activities. The committee usually consists of five members and will be launched in 

October.  

6.4 Societies  

SIB-Utrecht offers members the option to join or create societies. Societies offer members the 

opportunity to find peers with the same interest or the same hobby. The characteristics of 

societies are the same as last year.2  

6.5 The HapHop  

The first Tuesday of every month, prior to the talk the board organises a "HapHop”. This is a dinner 

for a reasonable price (with the exception of a few HapHops at more upscale locations). We have 

chosen to change the interval from every other week to once a month. Although we try to keep the 

costs as low as possible, we believe that eating out every other week is such an expense for 

members that it negatively affects the turnout. By decreasing the amount of HapHops we hope to 

improve the attendance rates and with it, the quality of the HapHops.   
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6.6 Member initiatives  

Member initiatives are ideas of individual members for association-wide activities. It is the ideal 

way to facilitate an original activity idea that a member has come up with. A budget is available to 

help fund the initiatives. An ‘Idea box’ will be placed in the office where members can leave their 

ideas. Additionally, our website includes a page where members can submit their ideas digitally.  
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7. External Affairs  

External affairs include the public intellectual programme of SIB, which includes the talks on  

Tuesday as well as the yearly symposium. The CE is responsible for several committees, see 

Appendix 1. External contacts are also one of the domains of the CE; for a list of external contacts, 

see Appendix 2.  

7.1 Talks  

SIB’s weekly talks on Tuesday are unique for Utrecht. They are also one of the pillars that 

distinguishes SIB from other student associations in Utrecht. Furthermore, the weekly intellectual 

Tuesday evening is a tradition held unbroken for more than 15 years. The general goal of the talks 

is to bring members and non-members into contact with a wide range of subjects, including 

international relations.   

  Due to increased difficulties with the funding of the talks over the past few years, it has 

become evident that the current setup of the talks is not sustainable (see 5.4.2). Therefore, our 

goal is to secure the future of the talks. Firstly, a switch to biweekly talks will be made from January 

1st, 2020 onwards. The Tuesday evenings without a talk will be filled with other events, for which 

the Board will develop a plan. Secondly, the Task Force is tasked with finding ways that will allow 

the talks to be continued beyond the year 2019-2020, which will be reported to the Board. Based 

on these findings, the Board will decide on further changes to the talks.  

Another goal is to improve the talks, regardless of their frequency. This leads to the 

following subgoals:  

(1) increase the quality of the talks;  

(2) Increase the attendance;  

(3) have a larger variety in speakers, formats, and subjects;  

(4) increase the number of English talks.  

7.1.1 Quality  

Firstly, the quality of the speaker and their presentation will be the top priority for any talk. For 

this purpose, speakers will be assessed more ‘ex ante’ on their presentation skills, if possible. The 

standard of several speakers per talk will be promoted like previous years in order to minimise 

the risk of cancellation of the event and to allow for multiple perspectives on a topic.   

Secondly, the organisation of the talks will be improved upon by (a) improving the committees 

responsible for the talks (see 7.2) and (b) increasing high-quality collaboration with external 

contacts.   

Thirdly, additional minor changes will be made: more speakers with contrasting opinions will 

be invited to ensure discussions are captivating, and the duration of the talk will be made more 

adaptive, depending on the format and attendance.    

In the past years, the talks have been evaluated by the public through votes and surveys and 

by the EAC. This will largely be continued. One problem that arose, however, was that votes by 

members were influenced by the targets formulated in the respective Policy Documents. Another 

issue was the relatively low response rate to the yearly Talks survey. To overcome these issues, a 

new evaluation system will be implemented, in which votes and surveys are combined and 

weighed 75% and 25%, respectively. Votes will have a 10-point scale like previous years, and the 

survey will get 7 qualitative categories that will be linearly translated to a 10-point scale. We 

expect that this will increase the significance of the survey and decrease the influence of the target 
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on the votes. Our target is that the talks receive an average of 8.00 or higher using this new 

evaluation system.   

7.1.2 Attendance  

The average attendance at our talks has decreased last year relative to the year before. However, 

last year the evenings in collaboration with Studium Generale were not included in the attendance 

rate since these were organised on Mondays. Our aim is to increase attendance levels again 

compared to last year, which will be facilitated by:  

1. increasing the quality of the programme;   

2. intensifying existing collaborations and establishing new ones, see Appendix 2  

3. increasing brand awareness (see 8.1) and attracting a larger audience with recorded 

podcasts of the talks;  

4. incorporating all collaborations in the turnout statistic, including those in which SIB is not 

the main organiser or those which are not on Tuesdays;  

5. inviting well-known speakers.  

Well-known speakers have always been important for attracting external people and for 

increasing the allure of the programme. The definition of ‘’well-known’’ is up to the EAC’s 

discretion. This year this policy will be continued, as the EAC will actively seek and invite well- 

known speakers. The aim is to have welcomed as many well-known speakers as there are 

members in the EAC by the end of the year. To ensure multiple available dates for these speakers, 

sending out invitations has already commenced in October 2019.  

The median is a better indicator of consistent turnout than the average. Our target is to have 

a median of at least 50 and an average of at least 70 attendees (by some very well-attended talks), 

as measured over the entire year.  

7.1.3 Variety  

Speakers  

Diversification of speakers has been successful and greatly appreciated in recent years and 

will therefore be continued. Our target is to limit the fraction of academics at 40%. The other 

fraction will be a diverse mix of speakers, such as journalists, politicians, businesspersons, artists, 

and experts from the field. The intention is that this will lead to an influx of fresh perspectives and 

captivating discussions.  

  

Formats  

Within the programme the classical format is two speakers and a question round. Despite 

some past experimentation with different formats such as debates and panel discussions, there is 

still plenty of possibility to diversify formats. This year, new formats will be tried and tested, and 

existing formats renewed.   

  

Subjects  

Over the past years a significant diversification of subjects has taken place. The topics of 

the talks are divided into two categories: international relations (IR) and broader, society-

oriented subjects. Both categories provide much potential for discussing current events, so that 

the talks can provide variety to the members of SIB as well as attract a broader, larger audience.  

From the evaluation of the talks of last year, it is apparent that there is demand for 

intensified diversification while keeping IR and society-oriented subjects in the programme. 

Therefore, the existing format of ‘SIB Talks’ will be redressed and renamed. Possible subjects for 

a ‘SIB Talk’ will include topics in other areas of expertise than IR such as philosophy, 
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neurosciences, psychology, physics, etc., but explained as simple as possible. The standard format 

for this will be at least 3 speakers that briefly present their own unique perspectives and ideas (cf. 

TEDTalks), with a short, unifying discussion afterwards. In case of a complex subject with many 

aspects or in case of well-known speakers it will be possible to adjust this format accordingly. Our 

target is to have a division of 20% IR, 60% society-oriented subjects, and 20% SIB Talks, with a 

margin of 10%.  

Last year there were several periods during which talks were organised with similar 

subjects in succession. To prevent this, variety in subjects will be promoted heavily; our aim is 

that similar subjects will not occur in succession more than once this year.   

  

The variety of speakers, formats, and subjects will be evaluated through the Talks survey 

and compared to last year to assess whether this has improved.  

7.1.4 English talks  

Last year, 10 out of the 42 talks (24 %) were in English. In the context of the two-year 

internationalisation track of SIB1, talks in English will become more frequent, with the following 

goals:   

1. ensure that international members can attend and enjoy our talks;  

2. make the talks more in line with SIB-Utrecht’s original goal (see Statutes3);  

3. attract a broader and larger audience, including the increasing number of international 

students in Utrecht;  

4. potentially attract new funds (see 5.4.2).  

A minimum target of 60 % English talks will be adhered to. This will allow existing members to 

get used to internationalisation and create support, as well as make it easier to reach 100 % in the 

year 2020-2021. A recurring experience is that the quality of English of Dutch speakers is lower 

than native speakers. To combat this, the ‘ex ante’ evaluation of speakers will include this aspect 

if possible, and this will again be evaluated by means of the Talks survey.  

7.2 Committees  

Within SIB, societies and committees other than the EAC and the Filmco also have the opportunity 

to organise talks. As in previous years, talks organised by other committees and societies will be 

encouraged. The committees and societies will actively be approached by the CE for this. A 

member of the EAC or the CE himself will intensively support the society presidents and 

committee members in organising a talk. This year our intention is to have five talks organised by 

these committees and societies. The four evenings that are organised annually by the Filmco are 

not included.  

The EAC and Filmco are responsible for most of the talks on Tuesday. In the context of our 

vision as Board, professionalising these committees will ensure that the organisation of the talks 

will go smoothly and make the committees more visible to members and non-members. Social 

connection will be promoted among committee members. Another goal is to have the committees 

filled as much as possible by the end of the year (7-9 members for the EAC, 4-7 members for the 

Filmco and 4-7 members for the IntAc).  

7.2.1 Conference Committee  

In the past, SIB-Utrecht has organised several conferences called ‘A Struggle For Peace’. This year, 

the Conference Committee will not be started, since there are currently no plans to organise a 

conference this year. This is due to a lack of available resources, primarily manpower and budget.  
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8. Promotion   

The CP is responsible for the promotion of the association and the talks. Promotion ensures that 

the association and our talks are known within Utrecht and increases brand awareness and 

member recruitment. For SIB-Utrecht, promotion is spread out throughout the year as we 

welcome members at three introduction moments during the year.   

This year the responsibilities of promotion and sponsoring are separated between the CP 

and CS. The CP is responsible for the promotion of the association. Her main tasks are to promote 

the talks and other important activities or introduction moments, to present the association in 

Utrecht. This year our Treasurer is also our CS and she will be responsible for the collection and 

spending of sponsor grants. The responsibility of presiding over the Promotional and Sponsoring 

Committee will be shared by the CP and the CS see Appendix 1.  

8.1 Brand awareness  

In line with the two-year plan for internationalisation1, we will maintain SIB-Utrecht as a brand 

name. For official political and international networking activities, we will introduce ourselves as 

SIB: the Dutch United Nations Students Association or SIB-Utrecht: the student association for 

International Relations. However, this brand name does not convey the part of our identity 

focusing on the casual aspect of our association for students. It can may even be somewhat 

misleading as many of our activities are unrelated to international politics. To overcome this, we 

will therefore present ourselves to students as SIB-Utrecht.   

SIB is often characterised as a student association with a unique combination of 

intellectual activities and ‘gezelligheid’. SIB also promotes pillars such as voluntary effort, 

diversity, and worldly interests. Lastly, SIB stands for equal treatment with an open-minded 

attitude. The association therefore believes that the introduction period does not necessarily need 

a hazing ritual. Partly because of this reason, students can become members of the association 

throughout the year. All official communication to members and non-members will be in English, 

sometimes provided with a Dutch translation. This consistent use of English language will 

strengthen the English or international brand of SIB.   

Efforts will also be made to increase brand awareness through various forms of 

promotion. This includes continuing targeted advertisements via Facebook and Instagram, the 

consistent updating of event sites and online calendars and well-prepared lectures.   It is 

important that the online and offline image of SIB is consistent and recognisable for our audience 

of members and non-members. The CP will be managing the online and offline image of SIB. The 

brand of SIB should be consistent and again the corporate identity document of 2016-2017 will 

be used and updated accordingly for promotion ends. The weekly promotion plan will also be used 

by the CP, the PSC and the UIT-committee, and they will base their strategy during the UIT on the 

evaluations of the successful past three years.   

Visibility of the SIB brand is also an important part of successful promotion. If SIB cannot 

be found online such as the website and on social media, few people will know SIB. Last year, 

groundwork has been laid for the online visibility of SIB through Search Engine Optimisation 

(SEO) and targeted advertisements on Facebook. The board can investigate the efficiency of 

advertisements with Facebook analytical tools. These statistics also give the board a sense of how 

many people will likely attend our events. We will use Google Analytics to measure the 

performance of the website and the engagement it brings to our target audience. This year we are 

aiming for the average site position of 25, measuring with the WordPress plugin Yoast SEO 

throughout the year. We also strive for a total of at least 1550 clicks for the site every 6 months.  
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An offline presence will be continued by being present during at open days of both UU and 

HU, by giving away free promotional materials such as notebooks, pens and stickers and by the 

sale of official SIB merchandise to members so that our logo is visible in more places. 

8.2 Promotion  

8.2.1 English promotion  

Following the internationalisation timeline1, all the social media (such as Facebook and 

Instagram) posts aimed at external audiences will be in English to make SIB accessible for 

international students. There will be two exceptions to this rule: the promotion of Dutch talks and 

posts in the exclusive Facebook member group ‘Sibbeling’. The motivation for the exception for 

promoting Dutch talks in Dutch, is to communicate clearly to international members that they are 

unfortunately not able to attend this part of the Tuesday evening. In the ‘Sibbeling’ we choose to 

not exclusively use English as the communication language, seeing as this is mainly an internal 

promotion channel. The posts by the board or organising committee members can thus contain 

humour such as inside jokes and particular Dutch (student) traditions, which are difficult to 

translate.  

Instagram is mainly a visual platform with a young and still growing active user base. Posts 

on Instagram will follow a promotion plan where different aspects of SIB can be highlighted 

throughout the weeks. One part of the Tuesday evening programme will be highlighted such as 

the HapHop, the talk or the drinks. Efforts will be made to post on Thursday or Friday with the 

corresponding #throwbackthursday or #flashbackfriday where a committee, member or activity 

will be highlighted. Members and committees will be asked to provide their own text for their 

post. This promotion blueprint will be used to ensure an interesting and diverse image of the SIB 

brand on Instagram. Growing our Instagram following status will mainly be done by attracting 

new members and other student associations to our Instagram account.  

8.2.2 The promotion of the Tuesday evening programme  

The Tuesday evening programme is the backbone of SIB and is often visited by non-members. It 

is desirable to attract both members and non-members and to make non-members enthusiastic 

about SIB. Promoting the programme of talks and the association before, during and after our talks 

is the duty of the PSC. There is a set of tasks that are performed every Tuesday by three rotating 

PSC members. We have a photographer, one member at the promotional stall, and one member 

acts as a central point of contact in the room for non-members. Other PSC tasks are (de-) 

assembling the promotion stall and coordinating the buddy system.  
The Tuesday evening programme is promoted online in several ways. This is done based 

on the weekly promotion plan that has already been made in 2017 by both CPs that year. The 

online promotion will continue to include a variety of social media platforms, namely Facebook, 

Instagram, LinkedIn and Twitter. This year, much of attention will again be paid to Instagram and 

Facebook, because our target audience is mainly active on these platforms. In addition, the 

Tuesday evening programme is published on as many event sites and online calendars as possible 

to increase visibility. Finally, student associations from both UU and HU will be approached by 

mail again this year in order to increase brand awareness and attendance at the talks.  

8.2.3 Promotional talks 

The purpose of promotional talks is to increase the brand awareness of SIB-Utrecht and to show 

that it is a student association that is open to everyone. PSC members or Board members give 

promotional talks at Open Days, Orientation Days, and - when they are invited by teachers - at the 
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Universities. By communicating clearly that SIB-Utrecht is a student association that welcomes 

students from all disciplines, the group of potentially interested parties will increase. To achieve 

this, the promotional talks will be prepared in advance by the CP with help from the PSC. This way, 

brand promotion is consistent and focuses on a set of key characteristics of SIB, such as the unique 

combination of intellectual activities and ‘gezelligheid’. To gain the necessary skills to carry out 

these tasks, the PSC will follow promotion training or another kind of workshop.  

8.2.4 Merchandise  

This year we will continue to promote SIB merchandise actively through various channels, making 

sure that more members buy merchandise and ultimately aiming to make SIB more visible. The 

PSC will offer support when selecting and designing new merchandise. Like last year, there will 

be a standard page in the SIB-Link where merchandise can be found and merchandise will be 

promoted via social media, such as Instagram and Facebook. In addition, there will be a special 

merchandise corner in the office.  
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9. Sponsorship  

This year we will continue to focus on sponsoring by entering into new contracts and renewing 

earlier contracts, if possible and beneficial to both parties. Creative thinking plays an important 

role here. This means that sponsorship in kind should not be forgotten as a supplement to 

sponsorship in monetary form. Therefore, like always the CS will review the current prospectus 

and will provide tailor-made sponsor packages if necessary. 

CimSolutions and Instituto Cervantes have until now been constant factors in the budget, 

as well as, SIB-Nederland who contributes a quarter of its sponsor income to SIB-Utrecht. The 

other sponsor income was budgeted at €2.000 last year, of which €1.156,05 was realised. Since 

the goal of €2.000 has not been achieved in the last five years, which is shown in the chart below, 

we decided to adjust the goal to €1.700.  

 

  

Figure 2. Chart of sponsoring budget and realisation for the past 5 years.  

 

Personal contact with our sponsors is important for us. We maintain ties with our 

sponsors by distributing a sponsor newsletter four times a year and new potential sponsors will 

generally be contacted by a personal visit or calling. We always hope to leave a positive, lasting 

impression through personal contact, so that SIB-Utrecht stands out and is not easily forgotten by 

companies. There will also be a focus on the sponsoring of activities during the UIT, since it offers 

many promotional opportunities.   

9.1. Sponsorship through SIB-Nederland   

Every year a different city is responsible for the sponsoring of SIB-Nederland. This year the 

responsibility is assigned to SIB-Utrecht. We aim to contact bigger companies for SIB-Nederland 

in particular, since they will profit more from a partnership with a larger association such as SIB-

Nederland than just SIB-Utrecht. The same applies to international universities, especially since 

more SIB-cities are becoming international. Like always, every SIB-city will receive 25% of the 

sponsor revenue from SIB-Nederland.    
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Epilogue  

We hope that by reading this policy document you have gained a good impression of the 

association and the policy plans of the XXXIXth Board of SIB-Utrecht. We are convinced that the 

approach above will further improve the association and strengthen the unique character of the 

association. Thank you very much for reading our policy, and let us now turn a new page in the 

history of SIB-Utrecht. 

  

Sincerely,  

  

Aiso van Leeuwe  

Madio Seck  

Annika Boekenstijn  

David van Thiel  

Robert Groenewege  

Li-An Mulder   
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Glossary  

  

 Board & Committees  

    

Abbreviation   Full name  

AC   Acquisition Committee  

ACCO   Activities Committee  

    Auditing Committee  

CA   Commissioner of Acquisition  

CAMPCO   Camp Committee (September)  

CE   Commissioner of External Affairs  

CI   Commissioner of Internal Affairs  

COCO   Cooking Committee  

CP   Commissioner of Public Relations  

BOA   Board of Advisors  

EAC   External Affairs Committee  

FILMCO   Film Committee  

FIT  Fall Introduction Trip  

IAC   Internal Affairs Committee  

   IT Committee  
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INTAC  Intellectual Activities Committee  

LIT   Lovely Introduction Trip  

MCM  Members’ Consultation Moment  

PARTTEE  Party Committee  

PSC  Promotion and Sponsoring Committee  

 SIB-LINK  SIB-LINK Committee  

SIMCO  Simulation Committee   

SYMPO  Symposium Committee  

UITCO  UIT Committee  

  Grand Voyage  

Glossary  
   

 Student Association Terminology  

   

Alumnus/-a   Former member  

Inauguration   Officiating a new member to the association  

Installation   Officiating a new member in a committee  

Cantus   Dutch student tradition with drinking and 

singing  

Cafe Hemingway   Our usual spot, a pub located at Janskerkhof  

6  
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Office  Board room   

Certificate  Official membership or alumni or honorary 

member  

Coaching  Traineeship for a new (committee) role  

Committee  Group of people appointed for a specific 

function or role  

Gezellig(heid)  Dutch concept of having a good time; having 

fun; cosiness  

GG  ‘Gezelligheid’ gathering  

GMA  General Members’ Assembly  

HapHop  
Organised group dining at a restaurant; 

refers to the Dutch term of eating (Hap) and 

leaving (Hop) 

UIT(week)  
Utrecht Introduction Time; an introduction 

week for Dutch and International students to 

Utrecht, Universities and associations  

Talk  
Free and public talk organised by SIB, part of 

our Tuesday evening programme. Different 

formats exist, one or more speakers with a 

short break and discussion.  

Tuesday evening programme  
Consists of a free public talk and drinks at 

our local pub; every two weeks it starts with 

a HapHop.  

Vrimibo  Friday afternoon drinks; a Dutch 

abbreviation of ‘vrijdagmiddagborrel’ 

Another form is the Thursday afternoon 

drinks; domibo; a Dutch abbreviation of 

‘donderdagmiddagborrel’.  
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Other 

UU  Utrecht University  

HU  
University of Applied Sciences Utrecht; in 

Dutch Hogeschool Utrecht 
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 Appendix 1: Committees and Societies  

Members of SIB are encouraged to become active within committees and societies to organise 

activities and to attend others. There are three different committees within SIB-Utrecht: Board 

Committees, Continuous Committees and Project Committees. Board Committees are the direct 

responsibility of an appointed Board member. Continuous committees organise activities year-

round. Project Committees are set up to organise one major activity.   

There is a standard discount policy for committees who organise activities where they are 

not able to fully engage in the activity they organise. The Cooking Committee will receive a 100% 

discount for the New Year’s Dinner, the September Camp Committee will receive a 50% discount 

for the September Camp and the Simulation Committee a 50% discount for the simulation.  

Committees under the Secretary  

Generally, the IT-Committee is not the responsibility of a specific Board member; however, this 

year the Secretary will be responsible for both the IT and the IT Committee.  

Committees under the Commissioner of Acquisition  

Acquisition Committee  

The CA presides over the AC. Generally, the CA remains a member of the AC after their board year, 

to guarantee the retaining of knowledge and skill. Members of the AC can be deployed to assist 

the treasurers of committees in writing funding applications.  

Committees under the Commissioner of External Affairs   

The CE is the president of the External Affairs Committee (hereafter: EAC), which organises most 

of the talks. In addition, the CE is responsible for the Film Committee (hereafter: Filmco), the 

Intellectual Affairs Committee (hereafter: IntAc), and the Symposium Committee (hereafter: 

Sympo), but is not a member of these. He does, however, play a supporting and advisory role and 

assists with the programme.  

The External Affairs Committee  

The EAC is responsible for the talks of the association and is led by the CE. The EAC has the task of 

shaping the talks. For example, they take care of the practical matters in the room (care for 

speakers, technology and setup) and they take care of the content of the evening. Another task is 

to critically evaluate the talks. During meetings, the committee members discuss the preparation 

and implementation of the past talks. Ideally, the Committee consists of seven to nine members, 

which in turn prepare a Tuesday evening and are present at all talks. Ultimately, the responsibility 

of the talks remains with the CE. Members of the EAC are extensively trained in shaping the 

evening (thinking about the coordination between speaker, format, and subject as well as writing, 

presenting, and moderating). A protocol is used for this.     

The Intellectual Activities Committee  

The aim of the IntAc is to organise at least five intellectual activities a year. In this way the 

association can offer its members other association-wide intellectual activities in addition to the 

weekly talks. Also, this year, the Board will encourage organising a varied series of intellectual 

activities. The IntAc has the opportunity to organise a talk again, with which the CE or a member 

of the EAC will assist. The IntAc usually consists of four to seven members.  
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The Film Committee  

Four times a year, the Filmco organises a discussion or talk related to a film screening. The film 

talks are a good and varied addition to the regular talks and are greatly appreciated by SIB 

members. The members of the Filmco will be assisted with the organisation of these talks by a 

member of the EAC or the CE himself. Both the Filmco and the EAC evaluate the film talks. In 

addition, the Filmco organises other film-related activities such as movie nights throughout the 

year. The Filmco usually consists of four to seven members.  

The Symposium Committee  

This year another symposium will be organised. It will take place around the association’s Dies 

Natalis on Saturday, March 7th. The symposium will contain various components, such as 

workshops, masterclasses and talks. It will start with a general opening talk, after which the guests 

can compile their own programme. The Sympo consists of five members: a president, a treasurer, 

a Commissioner of Logistics, a Commissioner of Public Relations and a Commissioner of 

Programme. The CEA may assist if necessary.  

Committees under the Commissioner of Internal Affairs  

The Commissioner of Internal Affairs (hereafter: CI) is responsible for the member policy, which 

consists of two parts: member integration and member connection. The CI is also involved in the 

organisation of social activities and supervises the committees and societies which are under his 

supervision. This also includes the exchange of information between them and the rest of the 

Board. The CI is supported by the members of the board committee Internal Affairs Committee 

(hereafter: IAC) of which he is the president.  

September Camp Committee  

The September Camp takes place at the start of the association year. The September Camp 

Committee (CampCo) provides the programme for this weekend, which involves introductory 

activities, all types of games, and an overarching theme game. Usually, the committee consists of 

five members and starts in April. However, because of a steadily increasing number of new 

members each year and the required effort for organising such a big event, we want to experiment 

this year with six members in the CampCo.   

Fall Introduction Trip Committee   

The Fall Introduction Trip Committee (FITtee) organises the introduction weekend in November. 

The FITis a two-day trip and generally has a destination within the Benelux, Germany or France. 

The committee consists of three members and is started every year around June.  

Lovely Introduction Trip Committee  

The Lovely Introduction Trip Committee (LITtee) organises the third and final introduction 

moment of the association year, in March. Like the FIT, the LIT lasts two days and generally has a 

destination within the Benelux, Germany or France. The LITtee consists of three members and 

will be launched in December.  

 Short International Pleasure Tour Committee   

The Short International Pleasure Tour (KIP) is a journey of about one week within Europe. This 

year, we have decided against a KIP. We want to continue the policy presented by the previous 
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Boards to alternate between KIP and Grand Voyage. Seeing as we have had a KIP last year, we will 

have a Grand Voyage this year.   

Simulation Committee  

The Simulation Committee is responsible for organising our yearly Simulation, which is also open 

to non-members. A simulation is a historical live-action role play game and has many similarities 

with the popular concept of a Model United Nations. This year another simulation will be 

organised in June. The Simulation Committee (SimCo) consists of five members and will be 

launched in October or November.   

Committee under the Commissioner of Public Relations  

The Commissioner of Public Relations (hereafter: CP) presides over the UIT-committee and the 

Promotion and Sponsoring Committee (hereafter: PSC). Usually, the CP is president of the PSC and 

stays in the committee after her board year to retain knowledge and skill. The CP generally does 

not preside the UIT-Committee, but it has been done before in recent years.  

UIT-Committee  

The UIT committee is responsible for presenting SIB-Utrecht during the Utrecht Introduction 

Time (hereafter: UIT). The existing protocol is used during the UIT, in which major improvements 

have been made through the last three years. The division of tasks is the same as last year,2 with 

the Board supporting the UIT-committee. Sponsoring will again be the responsibility of the 

Treasurer and CS.  

In recent years we have looked at ways in which the UIT-committee could shift its focus 

from logistics to visibility and persuasiveness. By using a detailed script, taking part in the eating 

table schedule or ETS of the UIT administration and offering a varied evening program, SIB has 

presented itself well. This year, we continue to build on the evaluations of recent years and 

implement their advice.  

Committee under the Commissioner of Public Relations and 

Commissioner of Sponsoring  

The responsibility of presiding over the PSC is shared by the CP and the CS this year.  

Promotion and Sponsor Committee  

The PSC has several standard tasks for promotion, such as manning an information stall on 

Tuesday evenings, thinking along about the promotion and design and holding promotional talks 

at (university) lectures. In addition, opportunities for merchandise and new options for putting 

SIB on the map are regularly examined.  

The PSC is tasked with promoting the Tuesday evening programme. Like last year, the PSC 

will follow the protocol that has been written in year 2017-2018, making sure that the PSC is 

professional and consistent in their performance. In addition, the PSC will also have weekly tasks 

at the Tuesday Evening Talk such as initiating contact with non-members attending the talk. PSC 

members also tasked to promote SIB during open days. Members of the PSC who are interested in 

sponsoring are also given the opportunity during the meetings to be actively involved in 

sponsoring. They look for potential sponsors and discuss the usefulness of a sponsorship deal for 

SIB. However, the Treasurer and CS is already in official contact with the sponsors.  
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Appendix 2: External contacts  

External contacts of the CE  

Maintaining a good relationship with external contacts that are important for the CE and our 

programme of talks is also one of the responsibilities of the CE. Examples include: contact with 

embassies, the editorial of Utrecht College Tour, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the ‘Nederlandse 

Vereniging voor de Verenigde Naties’ (NVVN) and non-governmental organisations (NGOs). The 

intent of this year is to intensify existing relations and establish new relations for possible 

collaborations on talks by actively contacting organisations and associations.  

Studium Generale (SG) Utrecht University (UU)  

In recent years collaboration with Studium Generale of Utrecht University has intensified. 

Collaboration usually includes joint organisation of a Tuesday evening, for which SIB is provided 

the opportunity to be promoted among SG’s audience. Past year, three talks were organised with 

SG. At least three talks will be organised this year, for which SIB may provide e.g. moderators and 

subjects.  

Nederlandse Vereniging voor de Verenigde Naties (NVVN)  

In year 2017-2018, one talk was organised with NVVN. NVVN has a renewed interest in organising 

a talk with SIB in 2020. Our intent is to facilitate this collaboration and strengthen our relationship 

with the Dutch chapter of World Federation of United Nations Associations (WFUNA).  

PAX  

Past years SIB-Utrecht has organised several talks during the Peace Week in collaboration with 

PAX. These collaborations have not resulted in many benefits for SIB. This year, there is no talk 

with PAX during the Peace Week due to a collaboration with SG.  

Springhaver / Louis Hartlooper Complex  

Past year, the first two film talks were held in movie theatre ‘’t Hoogt’. Due to this theatre moving 

at the end of 2018, the last two were held at Springhaver and Louis Hartlooper Complex (which 

are part of the same umbrella body) respectively. For this year, collaboration is likely to continue, 

as it has proven satisfying so far for both parties.  

Koninklijke Nederlandse Vereniging Ons Leger (KNVOL)  

The Opening Talk of the association year 2017-2018 was organised in collaboration with the 

KNVOL. This was deemed pleasant by both parties. This year, another talk will be organised with 

the KNVOL, for which it will provide a speaker.   

Nederlands Genootschap voor Internationale Zaken (NGIZ) (national and Utrecht)  

Since the reorganisation of NGIZ, the former collaboration between the NGIZ and SIB has ended. 

An attempted setup of the SIB-Alumni Committee in collaboration with NGIZ will not be continued 

either. We do have the ambition to organise talks in collaboration with NGIZ this year, but this will 

initially be on an incidental basis.  
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Study and student associations   

Past year, one talk was organised with student association UHSV Anteros and one with study 

association CS Ubuntu. Both collaborations went well and have helped bring a new group of 

students to come into contact with the Tuesday evening programme of SIB. For this year, the 

intention is to intensify existing relations and establish new relations with other associations. This 

will be done by contacting associations that are related to the subject of the talk.  

External contacts of the President  

A number of contacts are the responsibility of the President of the association. Below are only the 

current most important external contacts of SIB. Incidental partnerships with, for example, study 

and student associations are not mentioned in this section.  

Utrecht University  

The contact between SIB and Utrecht University (hereafter: UU) is valuable and must be carefully 

maintained. The university's contact person is aware of the activities that SIB organises. SIB-

Utrecht truly appreciates the cooperation with UU and makes every effort to keep the relationship 

positive and, where possible, to intensify it. The Board will visit official UU occasions and inform 

the UU contact persons about the weekly activities of SIB and - if appropriate - specifically invite 

them.  

University of Applied Sciences Utrecht  

The strong contacts with the University of Applied Sciences Utrecht (hereafter: HU) will continue. 

The collaboration is appreciated by both parties. The Board keeps the HU regularly informed of 

the activities of SIB and invites - if appropriate - the contact persons specially. In addition, the 

Board visits official occasions - such as the annual opening and the run-up - of the HU.  

Pnyx  

For SIB, contact with the location management is very valuable. After the relocation to 

Princetonplein 9, at the Utrecht Science Park, this contact will continue as before. The organisation 

of the moving process will happen in consultation with the Pnyx porters. The mutual relationships 

with fellow Boards currently located in Pnyx are also important.   

Instituto Cervantes  

SIB has a good partnership with Instituto Cervantes. The current contract with Cervantes runs 

until the end of 2019 and it is likely a new contract will be signed for 2020 in the near future.   

SIB-Nederland  

SIB-Nederland is the umbrella organisation of the four SIB cities (Amsterdam, Groningen, Leiden 

and Utrecht). This year the President of SIB-Utrecht will be the general Board member within the 

Board of SIB-Nederland, responsible for the sponsorship of SIB-Nederland. In recent years, 

SIBNederland has evolved into a platform, through which additional sponsor contracts have been 

signed and national activities have been organised. This year the annual gala is being organised in 

Amsterdam.  

Stichting International Center  

The four international associations of Utrecht, SIB, AEGEE, AISEC and ESN, have an umbrella body. 

Buddy go Dutch was added as a member last year. This umbrella organisation is called Stichting 
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International Center (hereafter: SIC). It is currently a work in progress to officially transform SIC 

into the Federation for International Students Associations (hereafter: FISA). This change is mainly 

because an English name for an umbrella organisation for international associations makes sense 

and the international center no longer exists. The name change has no further influence on the 

collaboration.  

The main function of the SIC / FISA is to act as a representative of international 

associations. During the UIT there will be a joint effort to profile the internationally oriented 

associations. Apart from within SIC / FISA, there are also bilateral collaborations with AEGEE, ESN, 

AISEC and Buddy Go Dutch, among other things in the form of promoting each other's activities. 

This year, the President of SIB will take a seat on the SIC / FISA Board.  

Academiegebouw  

SIB makes use of the Academiegebouw several times a year. The Aula can be used when the 

association expects an extra-large audience for a special Tuesday evening programme and the 

Senate Hall is a beautiful accommodation for the change of Board.  

The Utrecht Centre for Global Challenges (UGlobe)  

The main goal of the Utrecht Center for Global Challenges (UGlobe) is to raise the profile of 

International Relations in Utrecht through collaboration between the different Master's 

programmes focusing on International Relations. UGlobe wishes to give the students of these 

masters a recognisable identity. UGlobe also aims to bundle contacts and activities in this area. 

UGlobe organises various master classes, career events and skills training. This year, the President 

of SIB-Utrecht will once again take a seat in the Student Council of UGlobe and there will be a focus 

on collaboration. 
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Appendix 3: Independent bodies 

In addition to the aforementioned committees, there are committees that operate independently 

of the Board. The GMA is responsible for these committees and they are not managed by the Board.  

Board of Advisors   

The Board discusses important matters, when possible, with the Board of Advisors before the 

matter is presented to the GMA. Furthermore, the Board of Advisors form an interim Board, 

should the situation require this. The Board will maintain good contact with the Board of Advisors 

to ensure that they can fulfil their advisory tasks as well as possible.  

SIB-Link editors  

The SIB-Link is the association magazine that is published and distributed to members four times 

a year. The contents of the association magazine are entirely the responsibility of the editors. The 

Board will, however, supervise the logistics such as the receiving and the mailing of the magazine, 

any sensitive content and compliance with all (sponsor) obligations of the SIB-Link. This year the 

CP is responsible for this supervision.  

Auditing committee  

The Auditing Committee checks the Treasurer’s bookkeeping. This is done at least twice a year in 

the manner described in Article 7 of the Rules of Procedure. The Auditing Committee informs the 

members of its findings during the GMA that follows immediately after the audit. The committee 

consists of a maximum of four members, who are elected by the GMA. Of these members, at least 

one should be a former Treasurer. 
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Appendix 4: The Tuesday evening  

Tuesday evening is the regular association evening of SIB-Utrecht. This evening consists of a 

weekly talks with varying format, followed by drinks in the association’s main bar, cafe 

Hemingway. In addition, a HapHop is organised every first week of the month prior to the lecture.   

The HapHop  

The CI is responsible for the organisation of the HapHop, but it is possible for societies to organise 

a HapHop in the theme of their society. The HapHop offers members the opportunity to get in 

touch with the Board and each other in an accessible, low-effort, and fun way. This benefits the 

members’ connection. With the HapHop, the Board tries to give members a special full ‘night out 

experience’.  

The Talk  

The CE is responsible for the organisation of the talks. These usually consist of 2 to 3 speakers, 

who give a presentation on a topic related to international relations or society. Afterwards, there 

is room for discussion and questions from the audience. This part of the Tuesday evening lasts for 

approximately 90 to 105 minutes and has been held for many years in Instituto Cervantes, located 

at the Domplein.   

The Drinks  

The Tuesday evening ends with the drinks that take place in the evening and is a low-effort way 

for members to get in touch with each other. The drinks is therefore a suitable activity to get and 

keep members actively involved in the association. As a general rule. all members of the AIC are 

present at the drinks. IAC members fulfil the role of host or hostess during drinks. They are the 

contact persons for members and actively address members themselves. This way they can ensure 

all the members are happy and satisfied within the association. They also inspire members to be 

present at other activities. At every drinks, someone from the Board will note the turnout at a 

fixed time, so that it can be recorded. Additionally, the drinks is used for internal promotion and 

the collection of registrations for activities.   
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Appendix 5: Funds for the talks 

 The Utrechts Universiteitsfonds  

This year, SIB-Utrecht will make use of the funding possibilities of the Utrechts Universiteitsfonds 

(U-fonds / Utrecht University Fund). The U-fonds has supported the talks in the past and is a 

reliable fund for the future. The U-fonds is represented by the STUF student committee.   

 The Vrienden van het Instituut Geschiedenis Utrecht  

De Vrienden van het Instituut Geschiedenis Utrecht (the VIGU Fund) supports the lecture 

programme again this year. In addition, this fund has subsidised travel and simulations in the past; 

this year we will approach them again for these activities.  

 The Vfonds  

Up until this year the Vfonds has been the main contributor to our Tuesday evening programme. 

Unfortunately, they have decided that they will no longer support us and we cannot approach 

them for the coming year. Although we regret their decision, we are grateful for the many years 

of support we have received.  

 The K.F. Hein Fonds  

The K.F. Hein Fonds supports activities focused on culture, social work and performing arts. They 

do not support the talks this year, but we will approach them for the next year.    

 The Mr. August Fentener van Vlissingen Fonds  

Mr. August Fentener van Vlissingen Fund supports and stimulates projects from institutions for 

the benefit of study, care and culture, and preferably a combination of these areas of interest.  

 The European Youth Fund  

The EYF is one of our main targets among the newly available international funds. They support 

youth NGOs within Europe and have several grants to support initiatives in topics like societal 

participation and the exchange of ideas, so we have high hopes that they will support the 

programme of talks.  


